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DSM-5 Criteria for Dissociative Identity Disorder

           Disruption of identity characterized by two or more distinct personality states, which may 
           be described in some cultures as an experience of possession.

           The disruption in identity involves marked discontinuity in the sense of self and sense of 
           agency, accompa nied by related alterations in:

                      affect

                      behavior

                      consciousness

                      memory

                      perception

                      cognition, and/or

                      sensory-motor functioning

These signs and symptoms may be ob served by others or reported by the individual.

Notes:

           Recurrent gaps in the recall of everyday events, important personal information, and/ or 
           traumatic events that are inconsistent with ordinary forgetting.

Notes:
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           The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa tional, or         
           other important areas of functioning.

Notes:

           The disturbance is not a normal part of a broadly accepted cultural or religious practice.

Note: In children, the symptoms are not better explained by imaginary playmates or other fantasy 
          play.

Notes:

           The symptoms are not attributable to the physiological effects of a substance (e.g., 
           blackouts or chaotic behavior during alcohol intoxication) or another medical condition 
           (e.g., complex partial seizures).

Notes:


	Client Name: Marie Isabel
	Age: 32
	Gender: Female
	Date of Session: April 14, 2024
	NotesRow1: Multiple personality states observed, named "Mara" and "Eve". Client's affect and behavior significantly change with each personality, including voice, posture, and facial expressions. Mara seems to hold traumatic memories while Eve does not recall them and behaves in a more childlike manner.
	NotesRow1_2: Marie reports significant memory lapses, not remembering attending certain events or conversations that occurred just days prior.
	NotesRow1_3: Marie has been unable to maintain employment due to memory gaps and has difficulties in her social relationships stemming from the shifts between her different identity states.
	NotesRow1_4: The identity states are inconsistent with cultural or religious norms within Marie's community, and she experiences these states as distressing and unbidden.
	NotesRow1_5: No evidence of substance misuse; neurological examination did not reveal any conditions that could account for the symptoms.
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